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a b s t r a c t

In Part I, Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s criterion for plastic porous materials containing arbitrary
ellipsoidal voids was validated by comparing its predictions with the results of some numerical limit-
analyses of elementary cells containing such voids. In the present Part II, our aim is now to complete
the model by proposing reasonable evolution equations for the length and orientation of the axes of the
voids. Again, however, the equations proposed are not attached to this specific model and could be used
in conjunction with any similar criterion accounting for void shape effects.

In the definition of the evolution equations looked for, a central role is played by “elastic” expressions
for the strain and rotation rates of the voids proposed by Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman (1994) and
Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998) from homogenization theory. The importance of plastic effects
however makes it necessary to modify these expressions; this is done heuristically by introducing stress-
dependent correction factors determined numerically in a number of reference cases and suitably
interpolated between these cases.

� 2013 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Part I was devoted to the numerical validation of Madou and
Leblond (2012a,b)’s recently proposed criterion for plastic porous
materials containing arbitrary ellipsoidal voids, which stands as a
generalization of the GLD criterion for spheroidal voids (Gologanu
et al., 1993, 1994; Gologanu, 1997; Gologanu et al., 1997) itself
extending Gurson (1977)’s famous criterion for spherical voids. The
validation was based on numerical limit-analyses, performed by
the finite element method, of a number of elementary ellipsoidal
cells containing confocal ellipsoidal voids, as considered in the
derivation of Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s criterion.

Our aim in the present Part II is now to propose reasonable
evolution equations for the length and orientation of the axes of the
voids, which act as internal parameters in Madou and Leblond
(2012a,b)’s model. The definition of these equations will make a
heavy use of the results of some numerical limit-analyses of hollow
ellipsoidal cells analogous to those of Part I and performed with the
same techniques, though with a different purpose.

It is again important to note that although our attention is
focussed here on Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s model, the evo-
lution equations that will be proposed are not in fact attached to
this specific model and could be used to complete any model for
plastic porous material containing arbitrary ellipsoidal voids, like
that of Danas and Ponte-Castaneda (2008a,b) for instance. (Such a
use, based on an implicit assumption of independence of the yield
function and the void strain and rotation rates, would of course be
acceptable only for models not based on some theory implying
explicit specific relations between these quantities).

The paper is organized as follows:

� Section 2 presents the general form of the expression proposed
for the void strain rate. An accurate expression for elastic
voided materials derived by Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman
(1994) from homogenization theory is adopted as a reference.
This expression is however modified through introduction of
heuristic correction coefficients aimed at accounting for plastic
effects, the importance of which has been evidenced in several
previous studies, starting with the seminal work of Budiansky
et al. (1982).

� Section 3 explains the determination of these coefficients. One
first considers voids having the shape of a sphere, a circular
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cylinder or an infinite planar layer (“sandwich” case). The co-
efficients are determined numerically in the first two cases and
noted to be unity in the third one. Interpolation formulae are
then proposed between these cases, considering (i) a prolate
spheroid as intermediate between a sphere and a circular cyl-
inder; (ii) an oblate spheroid as intermediate between a sphere
and an infinite planar layer; and (iii) a general ellipsoid as in-
termediate between prolate and oblate spheroids.

� Section 4 presents the expression proposed for the void rota-
tion rate. The approach adopted is basically identical to that
used for the void strain rate in that it consists in introducing
heuristic corrections into an “elastic” expression proposed by
Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998). It is however simpler in
detail, because Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998)’s elastic
expression is exact in both the spherical and sandwich cases, so
that the correction coefficients (a single one, in fact) need be
evaluated numerically in the sole circular cylindrical case.

� Section 5 relates the evolution of the length and orientation of
the axes of the void to its strain and rotation rates. One nu-
merical drawback of the standard expression of the rotation
rate of the axes is that it diverges when two semi-axes become
equal. This difficulty is circumvented by determining instead
the evolution equation of the quadratic form characterizing the
ellipsoidal void geometry, where no such divergence appears.
The instantaneous length and orientation of the axes of the
voids may then be obtained through diagonalization of this
quadratic form at each instant.

� Section 6 finally summarizes the evolution equations proposed
for ease of reference.

2. Expression of the strain rate of ellipsoidal voids e

generalities

The first task is to find a good expression of the strain rate of the
void. It has already been noted by Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994);
Gologanu (1997); Gologanu et al. (1997) that doing so is more
difficult than defining a reasonable approximate yield criterion. The
reason is that the overall yield locus admits a variational charac-
terization in terms of the overall plastic dissipation, whereas the
void strain rate does not. As a consequence, if one adopts a trial
velocity field differing modestly from the true one in an approxi-
mate limit-analysis of the elementary cell considered, one must get
a good estimate of the minimum of this dissipation leading to a
good estimate of the yield locus; but nothing warrants that the
corresponding estimate of the void strain rate will be of similar
quality. In practice, in the spheroidal case, it has been noted by
Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994); Gologanu (1997); Gologanu et al.
(1997), that Gologanu et al. (1993, 1994)’s trial velocity fields
used in the derivation of the GLD criterion lead to poor predictions
of the void strain rate. In the general ellipsoidal case, since Leblond
and Gologanu (2008)’s fields used in the derivation of Madou and
Leblond (2012a,b)’s criterion are just extensions of Gologanu et al.
(1993, 1994)’s fields to the general ellipsoidal geometry, their use
to estimate the void strain rate cannot be hoped to lead to better
results.

For this reason, we shall drop here analytical limit-analysis
based on Leblond and Gologanu (2008)’s fields. We shall use
instead as a reference a well-established expression of the void
strain rate for elastic porous materials proposed by Ponte-
Castaneda and Zaidman (1994), and simply introduce heuristic
correction factors determined numerically into this expression to
account for plastic effects, the importance of which has long been
well-known from the seminal work of Budiansky et al. (1982) and
its many successors.

2.1. Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman’s equation for the void strain
rate and its suggested modification

Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman (1994)’s formula, derived from
homogenization theory, for the strain rate tensor Dv of an ellip-
soidal void embedded in an isotropic incompressible elastic body,
reads

Dv ¼ Lel : D; Lelh½I� ð1� f ÞS��1 ðelastic caseÞ (1)

where D denotes the overall strain rate tensor, I the unit fourth-
rank tensor and S Eshelby (1957)’s first tensor, the expressions of
the components of which are recalled in Appendix A for
completeness. The fourth-rank “strain localization tensor” Lel here
possesses the same symmetries as S, that is, invariance upon
interchange of the first two or last two indices, but not upon
interchange of the two groups of indices.

In the case of plastic materials, we propose to heuristically
replace Equation (1) by

Dv ¼ L : D ðplastic caseÞ; (2)

where the new localization tensor L is to be obtained from the
elastic one Lel through multiplication of some of its components by
suitable correction factors. (In more recent works of Ponte-
Castaneda and coworkers, see for instance (Agoras and Ponte
Castaneda, 2013), expressions of the void strain rate of type (2)
have been proposed but with localization tensors L not directly
related to Lel and depending in a complex way on the stress state.
The present work favors a simpler, “pragmatic” approach).

In the sequel, the directions x, y and z are defined, like in Part I,
as parallel to the major, intermediate and minor semi-axes a, b, c of
the void.

2.2. Change of variables

Onedifficulty raised by the introductionof plastic corrections into
Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman (1994)’s elastic Formula (1) is that
not all components ofDv require corrected expressions. For instance,
the famous equation resulting from matrix incompressibility

Dv
m ¼ Dm

f
(3)

where Dv
mhð1=3Þ tr Dv denotes the mean strain rate of the void and

Dmhð1=3Þ tr D the overall mean strain rate, being exact and inde-
pendent of the constitutive law, must not be corrected. This is not
the only example: in some special cases purely geometrical con-
siderations imply relations independent of the constitutive law
between certain components of Dv and D; for instance Dv

xx ¼ Dxx

for cylindrical voids.
For this reason, we introduce the following change of variables

aimed at distinguishing between components of Dv requiring cor-
rected expressions or not (bearing in mind the case just mentioned
of cylindrical voids which necessitates to distinguish between the
xx components of the tensors Dv and D and their other
components):8>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>:

D
v
1hDv

m
D
v
2hDv

xx � Dv
m

D
v
3hDv

yy � Dv
zz

D
v
4hDv

xy

D
v
5hDv

xz
D
v
6hDv

yz

;

8>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>:

D1hDm
D2hDxx � Dm
D3hDyy � Dzz

D4hDxy

D5hDxz
D6hDyz:

(4)
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The “elastic” and “plastic” Equations (1) and (2) then read in
terms of the 6-vectors D

v
hðDv

aÞ1�a�6 and DhðDaÞ1�a�6:

D
v ¼ L

el
$D ðelastic caseÞ; D

v ¼ L$D ðplastic caseÞ (5)

where L
el
hðLelabÞ1�a;b�6 and LhðLabÞ1�a;b�6 are 6 � 6 matrices.

Because of the orthotropy of the overall behavior in the principal
axes of the void, L

el
and L are of the form (omitting the possible

“exponent” el):

L ¼

0
BBBBBB@

L11 L12 L13 0 0 0
L21 L22 L23 0 0 0
L31 L32 L33 0 0 0
0 0 0 L44 0 0
0 0 0 0 L55 0
0 0 0 0 0 L66

1
CCCCCCA

(6)

and their components are related to those of the fourth-rank ten-
sors Lel and L by the following relations resulting from lengthy but
straightforward calculations:8>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>:

L11 ¼ 1=f ; L12 ¼ L13 ¼ 08<
:

L21 ¼ Lxxxx þ Lxxyy þ Lxxzz � 1=f
L22 ¼ �

2Lxxxx � Lxxyy � Lxxzz
��

2
L23 ¼ �

Lxxyy � Lxxzz
��

28<
:

L31 ¼ Lyyxx þ Lyyyy þ Lyyzz � Lzzxx � Lzzyy � Lzzzz
L32 ¼ �

2Lyyxx � Lyyyy � Lyyzz � 2Lzzxx þ Lzzyy þ Lzzzz
��

2
L33 ¼ �

Lyyyy � Lyyzz � Lzzyy þ Lzzzz
��

2
L44 ¼ 2Lxyxy; L55 ¼ 2Lxzxz; L66 ¼ 2Lyzyz

(7)

5

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

8<
:

Lxxxx ¼ �
L21 þ 2L22 þ 1=f

��
3

Lxxyy ¼ �
L21 � L22 þ 3L23 þ 1=f

��
3

Lxxzz ¼ �
L21 � L22 � 3L23 þ 1=f

��
38<

:
Lyyxx ¼ �� L21 � 2L22 þ L31 þ 2L32 þ 2=f

��
6

Lyyyy ¼ �� L21 þ L22 � 3L23 þ L31 � L32 þ 3L33 þ 2=f
��

6
Lyyzz ¼ �� L21 þ L22 þ 3L23 þ L31 � L32 � 3L33 þ 2=f

��
68<

:
Lzzxx ¼ �� L21 � 2L22 � L31 � 2L32 þ 2=f

��
6

Lzzyy ¼ �� L21 þ L22 � 3L23 � L31 þ L32 � 3L33 þ 2=f
��

6
Lzzzz ¼ �� L21 þ L22 þ 3L23 � L31 þ L32 þ 3L33 þ 2=f

��
6

Lxyxy ¼ L44=2; Lxzxz ¼ L55=2; Lyzyz ¼ L66=2

(8)

where account has been taken of Equation (3).

2.3. Definition of correction factors

The components of the matrix L are heuristically assumed to be
related to those of the elastic matrix L

el
through the relations

LabhhabL
el
ab ðno sum on a or bÞ (9)

where the hab are correction factors accounting for plastic effects.
(Note that relations (9) are not of “tensorial nature”, that is, they
hold only in the specific basis chosen to express the matrices). The
matrix hhðhabÞ1�a;b�6 of these factors may harmlessly be taken in
the same form (6) as L and L

el
, that is with hab ¼ 0 whenever

Lab ¼ L
el
ab ¼ 0.

The full numerical determination of the matrix h, for all possible
geometries and loadings, is an impossible task. We shall therefore
content ourselves with adoption of an interpolation formula
expressing it, for a general void, as a linear combination of its values

hsph, hcyl, hsand for special voids having the shape of a sphere, a
circular cylinder and an infinite planar empty layer (“sandwich”
case) respectively:

h ¼ lhsph þ mhcyl þ nhsand (10)

where l, m, n denote “interpolation coefficients” satisfying the
conditions l � 0, m � 0, n � 0, l þ m þ n ¼ 1 and depending on the
void shape. Note that the interpolation coefficients used in Equa-
tion (10) are the same for all components of the matrix h.

The matrices hsph and hcyl applicable to spherical and circular
cylindrical voids will be determined numerically. Such a task will
however not be necessary for the matrix hsand pertaining to the
sandwich case. Indeed in such a case the kinematics of the cell
consists, whatever the loading, of a combination of rigid-body
motions and uniform deformations of the layers surrounding the
void, and is independent of the constitutive law. Hence the elastic
Equation (5)1 applies without any correction to the plastic case,
which leads to

hsand ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1

1
CCCCCCA
: (11)

2.4. Restrictions on correction factors

The numerical task to followwill be simplified to some extent by
some restrictions applying to some components of the matrix h.

� The first line of h brings corrections in the first component of
the vectorial elastic Equation (5)1 giving D

v
1. But this first

component only expresses Equation (3), which is exact and
independent of the constitutive law. Therefore no correction is
needed here, which leads to

h11 ¼ h12 ¼ h13 ¼ 1: (12)

� Consider now the first column of h and more specifically the
coefficients h21 and h31, since h11 is already known. In the
spherical case and for an elastic material, symmetry consider-
ations imply that Dm can influence neither Dv

xx � Dv
m nor

Dv
yy � Dv

zz; hence L
el
21 and L

el
31 are zero and insensitive to cor-

rections, which permits to take hsph21 ¼ hsph31 ¼ 1. For a circular
cylindrical void (of axis parallel to the direction x), the second
component of the vectorial elastic Equation (5)1 giving D

v
2 is a

consequence of the relation Dv
xx ¼ Dxx plus Equation (3) which

are both exact and independent of the constitutive law, so it
does not require any correction, implying that hcyl21 ¼ 1; and in
elasticity symmetry considerations imply that Dm cannot in-
fluence Dv

yy � Dv
zz, so that L

el
31 is zero and insensitive to correc-

tions, thus permitting to take hcyl31 ¼ 1. Finally, in the sandwich
case we have seen that hsand21 ¼ hsand31 ¼ 1 also. The coefficients
h21 and h31 are then unity in all three “reference cases” used in
the interpolation Formula (10) which therefore leads to

h21 ¼ h31 ¼ 1 (13)

in the general case.
Equations (12) and (13) lead to a matrix h of the form

K. Madou et al. / European Journal of Mechanics A/Solids 42 (2013) 490e507492
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h ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 h22 h23 0 0 0
1 h32 h33 0 0 0
0 0 0 h44 0 0
0 0 0 0 h55 0
0 0 0 0 0 h66

1
CCCCCCA
; (14)

which reduces the numerical task to the determination of the
seven coefficients h22, h23, h32, h33, h44, h55 and h66.
� The change of variables (4) distinguishes the xx components of
the tensors Dv, D from their other components. In the general
ellipsoidal case this does not raise any problem since the di-
rection x is unambiguously defined as parallel to the major
semi-axis a of the void. In the special case of an oblate sphe-
roidal void, however, the direction x may be chosen arbitrarily
within the plane containing the two major semi-axes, so that
the question arises whether Equation (5)2 is invariant with
respect to the choice made, that is whether it respects trans-
verse isotropy with respect to the direction z.

In the spherical case, symmetry considerations imply that the

components L
el
22, L

el
33, L

el
44,L

el
55, L

el
66 are all equal and must undergo

identical corrections:hsph22 ¼ hsph33 ¼ hsph44 ¼ hsph55 ¼ hsph66 hhsph. Also,

L
el
23 ¼ L

el
32 ¼ 0,which permits to freely choose hsph23 and hsph32 . Provided

that the choice hsph23 ¼ hsph32 ¼ hsph is made, the coefficients h22, h23,
h32,h33,h44,h55,h66are all equal fora spherical void like fora sandwich,
and therefore also for an oblate spheroidal void considered in the
present approach as intermediate between the two (Equation (10)
with m ¼ 0): hobl22 ¼ hobl23 ¼ hobl32 ¼ hobl33 ¼ hobl44 ¼ hobl55 ¼ hobl66 hhobl.

As a consequence, Equations (5) read in the oblate spheroidal
case:

or equivalently, in symbolic form,

�
Dv
m;D

v0� ¼ FelðDm;D0Þ ðelastic caseÞ ;�
Dv
m;D

v0� ¼ Fel
�
Dm; hoblD0

�
ðplastic caseÞ

(15)

where Dv0hDv � Dv
m1 and D0hD� Dm1 denote the deviators of Dv

and D. Thus in the plastic case ðDv
m;D

v0Þ is obtained from ðDm;D0Þ by
simply transforming this vector into ðDm;hoblD0Þ prior to applying
the “elastic operator” Fel. Since both operations respect transverse
isotropywith respect to the direction z, their composition respects it.

The conclusion is that the choice hsph23 ¼ hsph32 ¼ hsph permits to
respect thenecessary transverse isotropyof theproposed expression
(5)2 ofDvwith respect to the direction z in the oblate spheroidal case.

3. Expression of the strain rate of ellipsoidal voids e

numerical determination of plastic corrections

3.1. Calculation of the strain and rotation rates of the void

The reader is referred to Section 2 of Part I for a general pre-
sentation of the numerical procedure employed, including the
numerical evaluation of the macroscopic stresses. In this part, the

strain and rotation tensors of the void are also needed, so an
explanation of the numerical calculation of these tensors is in order.

For ellipsoidal geometries, the components of the strain tensor
Ev of the void are calculated from the formula

Evij ¼
1

volðuÞ
Z
vu

1
2
�
uinj þ ujni

�
dS (16)

where u denotes the void, vu its boundary and n the unit outward
normal vector to this boundary. (There is no need to calculate the
rotation tensor of the void which is automatically zero since for
such geometries, we consider only overall strain tensors E having
the same principal directions as the void).

For cylindrical geometries, the components of Ev are obtained in
the same way and those of the rotation tensor cv of the void from
the formula

cv
ij ¼

1
volðuÞ

Z
vu

1
2
�
uinj � ujni

�
dS: (17)

In this case the numerical calculation of the integrals
R
vuuinjdS

in Equations (16) and (17) may seem problematic since neither
the top surface of the void (vu)T nor its bottom one (vu)B are
meshed. But since n ¼ ex and �ex on (vu)T and (vu)B respectively,
the integrals over (vu)T and (vu)B need only be calculated for j ¼ x,
and their sum then reduces to

R
ðvuÞBDuidS, where the Dui are

given by Equation (5)2,3,4 of Part I; the calculation is thus
straightforward.

In the sequel, the strain and rotation tensors Ev, cv of the void
thus obtained numerically are identified, up to some unimportant
positive multiplicative constant, to the theoretical strain rate and
rotation rate tensors Dv, Uv of this void (because the displacement
field u of the finite element simulations may be identified to

the theoretical velocity field v of limit-analysis, see Appendix A of
Part I).

3.2. Spherical case

It has already been noted in Sub section 2.4 that in the spherical
case, the matrix h h hsph must be of the form

hsph ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 hsph hsph 0 0 0
1 hsph hsph 0 0 0
0 0 0 hsph 0 0
0 0 0 0 hsph 0
0 0 0 0 0 hsph

1
CCCCCCA
; (18)

which reduces the task to determination of a single coefficient hsph,
which may depend only upon the porosity f and the macroscopic
stress tensor S. (This conclusion holds only within the framework
of approximations made; the full rigorous determination of the
strain rate of a spherical void goes beyond the determination of a
single coefficient correcting the elastic law (1), as will be clear
below).

8>>>><
>>>>:

D
v
1 ¼ D1=f ;D

v
a ¼ L

el
a1D1 þ

P6
b¼2

L
el
abDb for a ¼ 2;.;6 ðelastic caseÞ

D
v
1 ¼ D1=f ;D

v
a ¼ L

el
a1D1 þ

P6
b¼2

hoblL
el
abDb for a ¼ 2;.;6 ðplastic caseÞ
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Quite remarkably, a complete numerical study of the coefficient
hsph as a function of the stress state is possible. Indeed the complete
isotropy of the spherical geometry permits to choose the directions
x, y, z parallel to the principal directions of the stress tensor S

corresponding to its principal values SI � SII � SIII (in this order).
The tensor S then reduces to three independent components only,
Sxx ¼ SI, Syy ¼ SII, Szz ¼ SIII. The overall yield locus being thus a
mere 2D surface in a 3D space may be parametrized by the triaxi-
ality T and the Lode parameter u or angle f defined by

Th
Sm

Seq
; uhcosð3fÞh27

2
det

S0

Seq
ð0� � f � 60�Þ (19)

where Smhð1=3Þtr S denotes the mean stress, S0 h S � Sm 1 the
stress deviator and Seqhðð3=2ÞS0 : S0Þ1=2 the von Mises equivalent
stress; SI, SII, SIII are then given by

8>>><
>>>:

SI=Seq ¼ T þ 2
3 cosf

SII=Seq ¼ T þ 2
3 cosðf� 2p=3Þ

SIII=Seq ¼ T þ 2
3 cosðfþ 2p=3Þ:

(20)

A full exploration of the range of variation of T and u or f is
perfectly feasible, a single calculation being sufficient at each point
S of the yield surface since the direction of the overall strain rate D
is fixed there as normal to this surface.

An important remark must however be made about the
assumed relation (9) connecting the components of the elastic and

plastic “localization matrices” L
el
, L. Using the classical expression

of Eshelby’s first tensor S for the spherical geometry and Equations

(1)2 and (7), one easily sees that L
el
ab ¼ ð5=ð3þ 2f ÞÞ dab for 2 � a,

b� 6; this means that in elasticmaterials, the deviatorsDv0 andD0 of
the strain rates Dv and D are connected through the relation

Dv0 ¼ 5
3þ 2f

D0 ðelastic caseÞ (21)

and therefore collinear. In plastic materials, the assumed relation
(9), combined with Equation (18), yields Lab ¼ ð5=ð3þ 2f ÞÞ hsph dab
for 2 � a, b � 6; this means that

Dv0 ¼ 5
3þ 2f

hsph D0 ðplastic caseÞ; (22)

which again implies collinearity of Dv0 and D0. Thus the assumed
relation (9) makes the implicit hypothesis that for spherical voids,
the strain rate deviators Dv0 andD0 remain collinear in plasticity like
in elasticity. But this property of collinearity, which is a rigorous
consequence of linearity and isotropy in elasticity, has no reason to
remain true in plasticity. Thus the assumed relation (9) involves an
error E the importance of which may be appreciated in the
spherical case from the lack of collinearity of the strain rate de-
viators Dv0 and D0.

The numerical study must therefore encompass the determi-
nation of both the coefficient hsph and the error E . To define these
quantities within the numerical context, it is necessary to introduce
some notations. For any symmetric second-rank tensor T, let
Tdg˛R3 denote the vector made of its diagonal components Txx, Tyy,
Tzz in the orthonormal basis defined by the directions x, y, z intro-
duced above. Note that if T is traceless, Tdg lies in the plane P
orthogonal to the vector of components 1, 1, 1. Note also that since,
for symmetry reasons, the tensors Dv0 and D0 are diagonal in the
same basis as the tensorS, they are completely characterized by the

vectors Dv0
dg and D0

dg of their diagonal components. Now define the
following vectors, to be obtained numerically:

Uh
D0
dg

k D0
dg k; Uth

1ffiffiffi
3

p
0
@1

1
1

1
A� U; Uvh

3þ 2f
5

Dv0
dg

k D0
dg k (23)

where k D0
dg k hðD0

dg:D
0
dgÞ1=2 denotes the Euclidian norm of the

vector D0
dg; U ˛ P is the unit vector collinear to D0

dg, U
t is the unit

vector orthogonal to U inP , and Uv ˛ P is a vector collinear to Dv0
dg,

normalized in such a way that jjUvjj ¼ 1 in the elastic case (see
Equation (21)). If the Formula (22) resulting from the assumed
relation (9) were exact, it would imply Uv ¼ hsphU and therefore
hsph ¼ Uv.U and Uv.Ut ¼ 0. It is therefore logical to numerically
define the coefficient hsph and the normalized (dimensionless) er-
ror E involved in Equation (9) as

hsphhUv$U; E hUv$Ut: (24)

It is important to note that in these expressions, all vectors are to
be taken from the numerical calculations, meaning that here like in
the sequel, the numerical results will be exploited (to define the
correction coefficients looked for, and here also the error E ) by
using the overall strain rate D determined numerically, not that
resulting from Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s theoretical criterion
and the associated flow rule. This will avoid introducing errors
resulting from the approximate nature of this criterion in the
relation connecting Dv and D. (Of course, in practical applications,
the errors resulting from the criterion and the expression proposed
for Dv will add up). It is also necessary to do so to comply with our
ambition of defining such a relation independently of the approx-
imate yield criterion used.

A bibliographic digression is finally in order before the presen-
tation of numerical results. A large number of works have studied
the deformation of spherical or spheroidal voids in plastic matrices
subjected to various loadings by numerical methods. However, in
the vast majority of these works, based on the finite element
method and initiated by the pioneering study of Koplik and
Needleman (1988), the entire deformation history of the void was
studied (the geometry was continuously updated), and a limited
number of loadings was considered. These works therefore did not
provide a comprehensive study, for a broad class of loadings, of the
void strain rate for a given, fixed void geometry, which is what is
wanted here.

A few studies, however, based on numerical limit-analysis, did
investigate the void strain rate for a fixed void geometry and a
variety of loadings: for plastic matrices and spherical voids, the
work of Rice and Tracey (1969), later completed by Huang (1991);
and for viscoplastic matrices, thework of Budiansky et al. (1982) for
spherical voids and that of Lee andMear (1992) for spheroidal ones.
Budiansky et al. (1982) were notably the first to note the following
typical plastic effect, referred to hereafter as the BHS effect1: a
spherical cavity, subjected to some axisymmetric load with major
axial stress (SI > SII ¼ SIII), tends to become oblate, instead of
prolate as one would intuitively expect, when the triaxiality is high
enough. But the matrix was infinite in all these studies, resulting in
a zero porosity; detailed comparisons of their results with those
presented below would be rather pointless since nonzero poros-
ities are considered here, and the influence of the porosity will be
seen to be quite large. (In an extension of Lee and Mear (1992)’s
work, Yee and Mear (1996) considered spheroidal voids embedded
in a finite viscoplastic Norton matrix, but with values of the Norton

1 BHS: BudianskyeHutchinsoneSlutsky.
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exponent limited to 4, too low to adequately represent the ideal-
plastic behavior considered here).

In fact the only works usable here for detailed comparisons
seem to be those of Gologanu (1997); Gologanu et al. (1997), who
performed numerical limit-analyses of hollow spheres providing
the void strain rate for several nonzero porosities and various
loadings. Even in these works, however, the loadings considered
were all axisymmetric, implying values of the Lode angle f limited
to 0� and 60� and, for symmetry reasons, automatic collinearity of
the strain rate deviators Dv0 and D0 (zero error E ).

We now present numerical results. Fig. 1 displays the normalized
error E , obtained through numerical limit-analyses (analogous to
those of Part I) of a hollow sphere with a typical porosity of 0.01, as a
functionof the triaxiality T, for various valuesof the Lode anglef. One
sees that for f ¼ 0� and 60�, E is zero (Dv0 and D0 are collinear), as
expected. For other values of the Lode angle, however, E is nonzero
(Dv0 and D0 are not collinear) and increases with T; for f ¼ 30� and
T¼ 3, it amounts to asmuch as 0.6, indicating a very significant non-
collinearity of Dv0 and D0. (Note that this non-collinearity does not
result from an error introduced by the implicit approximation that
the void retains a truly ellipsoidal shapewhen deformed; indeed the
“numerical definition” (17) of the rotation tensor of the void is in-
dependent of such an approximation).

The non-collinearity of Dv0 and D0 appears to have remained
unnoticed in previous works. It must be stressed, however, to be
small for all types of loadings and triaxialities not exceeding about
1.5, and nil for axisymmetric loadings and all triaxialities. In other
words, the only loading cases where it is really important are those
close to a state of pure shear with a large superimposed hydrostatic
stress.

In the sequel, we shall neglect this non-collinearity and stick to
Equation (9) in spite of the error involved, which admittedly is not
always very small, and whose implications have not been assessed.
The reason is that incorporating this non-collinearity into the
expression of Dv0 would be very difficult. The major difficulty does
not arise in the spherical case itself; in this case one may perfectly
envisage to express the relation connecting Dv0 and D0 in the
principal basis of the latter tensor and add a term in the right-hand
side of Equation (22) breaking the collinearity, adjusting co-
efficients in this term to match the numerical results of Fig. 1. The
true difficulty arises in the case of an arbitrary ellipsoidal void; for
such a void the principal bases of the ellipsoid and the overall strain
rate are different, so if a similar additional term were to be intro-
duced in the expression of Dv0 proposed (Equations (5)2 and (9)), it

is not clear in which basis this term should be expressed, and how
one could respect the necessary relations resulting from possible
symmetries of the geometry and/or the loading.

Figs. 2 and 3 show numerical results (marked “Num”) for the
coefficient hsph. Fig. 2 is for axisymmetric loadings with major axial
stress (f¼ 0�, SI > SII ¼ SIII) or lateral stress (f¼ 60�, SI ¼ SII > SIII)
and two porosities, f¼ 0.01 and 0.001; the earlier numerical results
(marked “NumGLD”) of Gologanu (1997) and Gologanu et al. (1997)
for such loadings are also provided here. Fig. 3 is for non-
axisymmetric loadings (f s 0�, f s 60�) but a single porosity,
f ¼ 0.01. Several observations are in order:

� The new results are in excellent agreement with the earlier
ones of Gologanu (1997); Gologanu et al. (1997) in spite of the
widely different numerical methods used, which like in Part I is
a strong argument in favor of the correctness and accuracy of
all of them.

� The coefficient hsph strongly depends on the triaxiality T for all
values of f, and becomes negative for large T, implying in
particular that for f ¼ 0� and 60�, the strain rate deviators Dv0

and D0 become negatively collinear, in contradiction with
intuition but in agreement with the well-known BHS effect.

� The coefficient hsph also depends notably on f, and very
strongly on f (compare Figs. (2a) and (2c) for instance). The
marked influence of the Lode angle upon the void strain rate is
in contrast with its very small influence upon the overall cri-
terion, evidenced for instance by Gologanu (1997)’s numerical
calculations of the yield loci of hollow spheres subjected to
conditions of homogeneous boundary strain rate. (In Madou
and Leblond (2012a,b)’s model, the latter influence is neglec-
ted since their criterion for spherical voids is identical to
Leblond et al. (1994)’s variant of that of Gurson (1977)).

Figs. 2 and 3 also compare numerical values of hsph to those
(marked “Model”) provided by the following approximate formula:

hsph ¼1
7

�
9� 10

ffiffiffi
f

p
þ 8f

�
�
�
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �8 11 T4

5
�
11þ jT j3

�
�
h
1þ u

3
sgnðTÞ

i (25)

where sgn(T) denotes the sign of T; in addition, Fig. 2 shows the
predictions (marked “Model GLD”) of earlier formulae of Gologanu
et al. (1997) applicable to the sole values f ¼ 0� and 60�. The new
Formula (25) can be observed tomake a good job of reproducing the
numerical results in all cases, and bring a definite improvement over
the old ones forf¼ 0� and 60�, at least for f¼ 0.01 and high values of
T.2 In addition, it possesses the followingnice theoretical properties:

� The coefficient hsph remains unchanged upon change of sign of
the stress tensor S (since both T and u change sign, see Equa-
tion (19)), which means that the relation between Dv0 and D0

remains the same. This is necessary since parity of the local
(von Mises) criterion implies that when S changes sign, the
entire velocity field does the same so that both Dv0 and D0

simultaneously change sign.
� The

ffiffiffi
f

p
-dependence of hsph ensures that this coefficient varies

quickly with the porosity when it is small, in agreement with
numerical observations.-0.4
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Fig. 1. Normalized error made by Equation (9), for a hollow sphere with porosity
f ¼ 0.01.

2 Note however that the large exponent 8 in the term ð1�
ffiffiffi
f

p
Þ8 is not deter-

mined accurately; the values 7 or 9 would certainly be just as acceptable. The same
remark applies to other large exponents appearing in various approximate
formulae proposed below.
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� For f ¼ 1, the coefficient hsph is unity so that Equation (22) re-
duces to Dv0 ¼ D0, as desired in this case since the void then
fills the whole representative cell.

3.3. Circular cylindrical case

For a circular cylindrical void (of axis parallel to the direction x),
it has already been remarked in Sub section 2.4 that the second

component of the elastic Equation (5)1 giving D
v
2, being exact and

independent of the constitutive law, requires no correction,

implying that hcyl22 ¼ hcyl23 ¼ 1. Furthermore in elasticity symmetry
considerations imply that Dxx�Dm cannot influence Dv

yy � Dv
zz, so

that L
el
32 is zero and insensitive to corrections, thus permitting to

take hcyl32 ¼ 1. Symmetries also imply that hcyl33 ¼ hcyl66 and

hcyl44 ¼ hcyl55 . By Equation (14), the matrix hcyl is thus of the form

hcyl ¼

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 1 0 0 0
1 1 hcyl33 0 0 0

0 0 0 hcyl44 0 0

0 0 0 0 hcyl44 0

0 0 0 0 0 hcyl33

1
CCCCCCCCA

(26)

where again the coefficients hcyl33 and hcyl44 may depend only on the
porosity f and the macroscopic stress tensor S.

Unlike in the spherical case, however, a full numerical study of
these coefficients is impossible, because the lower degree of sym-
metry of the circular cylindrical geometry makes the variety of
loading cases to be considered too great. We shall therefore only
study a limited number of “suitably chosen” loading cases, hoping
(without definite proof) to thus capture essential effects.

Consider the coefficient hcyl33 first. Using the expression of
Eshelby’s tensor S for the circular cylindrical geometry and Equa-
tions (1)2, (7) and (9), one sees that the third component of the
vectorial Equation (5)2 reads

Dv
yy � Dv

zz ¼ 2
1þ f

hcyl33

�
Dyy � Dzz

� ðplastic caseÞ: (27)

Since the quantities Dv
yy � Dv

zz and Dyy�Dzz involve only diagonal
components of Dv and D, it is reasonable to assume that hcyl33
essentially depends on the sole diagonal components ofS, and thus
concentrate on macroscopic stresses having the same principal
directions as the void. The overall yield locus then becomes a 2D
surface in the 3D space of principal stresses, and we calculate hcyl33
(using Equation (27) with the numerical values of Dv

yy, D
v
zz, Dyy, Dzz)

along the intersections of this surface and three planes of respective
equations Sxx ¼ ðSyy þ SzzÞ=2, Sxx ¼ Syy and Sxx ¼ 0 (plane stress
case).3

Fig. 2. The coefficient hsph for axisymmetric loadings as a function of T, for f ¼ 0.01 and 0.001.

3 The stresses Syy and Szz are taken distinct in all cases, otherwise Dv
yy � Dv

zz and
Dyy�Dzz would be zero and hcyl33 could not be determined.
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Fig. 4 shows the results obtained for the porosities f ¼ 0.01 and
0.001. (The plane stress case is considered only for the former
porosity). The coefficient hcyl33 is plotted here versus the lateral
triaxiality Th defined by

Thh
1
2

�
Syy þ Szz

�
Seq

: (28)

The results are quite similar for the three types of loadings
for f ¼ 0.01, a little less so for f ¼ 0.001, suggesting that hcyl33 may

be considered to approximately depend on S via the sole
parameter Th.

It is important to note that the coefficient hcyl33 , just like hsph, be-
comes negative for large values of Th. This means that a circular cy-
lindrical void subjected to distinct principal lateral stresses may grow
more in the direction of theminor stress than in that of themajor one,
if the lateral triaxiality is high enough. This counterintuitive phe-
nomenon is the exact equivalent, for circular cylindrical voids, of the
BHS effect for spherical voids. It was noticed for the first time by Fleck
and Hutchinson (1986), whose results thus find a confirmation here.

Fig. 4. The coefficient hcyl33 as a function of Th, for f ¼ 0.01 and f ¼ 0.001.

Fig. 3. The coefficient hsph for non-axisymmetric loadings as a function of T, for f ¼ 0.01.
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Fig. 4 also shows values of hcyl33 (marked “Model”) corresponding
to the following approximate formula:

hcyl33h
1
2

�
3� 5

ffiffiffi
f

p
þ 4f

�
�
�
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �5 9 T4
h

20þ T4
h

; (29)

which may be observed to reproduce the numerical results with a
reasonable accuracy. This formula also possesses nice theoretical
features analogous to those of Formula (25) for the coefficient hsph,
see Sub section 3.2.

Consider now the coefficient hcyl44 . Using again the expression of
Eshelby’s tensor S for the circular cylindrical geometry and Equa-
tions (1)2, (7) and (9), one gets for the fourth component of the
vectorial Equation (5)2:

Dv
xy ¼ 2

1þ f
hcyl44Dxy ðplastic caseÞ: (30)

This formula makes it clear that hcyl44 cannot be determined by
considering only stress tensors S having the same principal di-
rections as the void. In order to however limit the variety of
possible loading cases, we consider only tensorsS corresponding to
the superposition of an axisymmetric load (SxxsSyy ¼ Szz) and a
shear stress Sxy. The trace of the yield locus in the 3D space of such

tensors is again a 2D surface, and we calculate hcyl44 (using Equation
(30) with the numerical values of Dv

xy and Dxy) along the in-
tersections of this surface and four planes of respective equations
Syy/Sxx ¼ 1/2, 3/4, 1 and 2.

Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for the porosities f ¼ 0.01 and
0.001. The coefficient hcyl44 is plotted as a function of the deviatoric
transverse invariant

Xh
Sxx � 1

2

�
Syy þ Szz

�
Seq

(31)

(which lies in the interval ½�1;1� but may be considered as positive
since hcyl44 is invariant in the transformation S / �S). Fig. 5 clearly
shows that hcyl44 also depends to some extent on the ratio Syy/Sxx,
especially for f ¼ 0.001, but this extra dependence is disregarded in
the following approximate formula:

hcyl44 ¼ 1þ 11
2

�
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �11 � �
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �11 84X2

1þ 20X2; (32)

which provides a reasonable “average” representation of the nu-
merical results.

3.4. Prolate spheroidal case

We now consider a prolate spheroidal void (of direction of
rotational symmetry x) of semi-axes (a,c,c). We regard this void as
intermediary between a spherical one of semi-axes (c,c,c) and a
circular cylindrical one of semi-axes (þN,c,c). The expression of the
corresponding matrix h h hprol is thus looked for in the form of a
linear interpolation between the “extremal values” hsph and hcyl.
One possible (but clearly non-unique) choice for the interpolation
coefficient to be used is some power of the void eccentricity in the
xz plane,

exzh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
a2 � c2

p

a
; (33)

which lies in the interval ½0;1� and takes the values 0 and 1 in the
spherical and circular cylindrical cases, respectively. The expression
of hprol is thus taken in the form

hprolðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� emxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ emxzh

cylðf ;SÞ (34)

for some exponent m to be determined. Temporary explicit in-
dications of the arguments of the functions have been introduced
here to underline the choice made of spherical and circular cylin-
drical voids with the same porosity (and of course subjected to the
same stress state) to define the extremal values hsph and hcyl.

By Equations (18) and (26), the matrix hprol then takes the form

hprol ¼

0
BBBBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 hprol22 hprol22 0 0 0

1 hprol22 hprol33 0 0 0

0 0 0 hprol44 0 0

0 0 0 0 hprol44 0

0 0 0 0 0 hprol33

1
CCCCCCCCA

(35)

where

8>>><
>>>:

hprol22 ðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� emxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ emxz

hprol33 ðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� emxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ emxz h

cyl
33 ðf ;SÞ

hprol44 ðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� emxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ emxz h

cyl
44 ðf ;SÞ;

(36)

hsph, hcyl33 and hcyl44 being themselves given by Equations (25), (29)
and (32).

Fig. 5. The coefficient hcyl44 as a function of X, for f ¼ 0.01 and f ¼ 0.001.
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In order to determine the best possible value of the exponent
m, numerical calculations are performed for a prolate spheroidal
void having (a,b,c)¼(5,1,1) and f ¼ 0.01. For simplicity, we
envisage only stress tensors S with the same principal directions
as the void and two equal principal stresses; such tensors have
Syy ¼ SzzsSxx (axisymmetric loadings) or Sxx ¼ SyysSzz (non-
axisymmetric loadings), and f ¼ 0� or 60�. (The case
ðSxx ¼ SzzsSyyÞ need not be considered since it is identical to
the case ðSxx ¼ SyysSzzÞ).

Figs. 6 and 7 display the results obtained for the components
of the deviatoric void strain rate, normalized by the euclidian norm
k D k hðD : DÞ1=2 of the tensor D, as a function of the triaxiality T;
Fig. 6 thus shows ðDv

xx � Dv
mÞ=jjDjj for axisymmetric stress states

and Fig. 7, ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=jjDjj for non-
axisymmetric ones. These figures also display values of these
quantities obtained from the theoretical Equations (5)2, (9), (35)
and (36) with the exponent

m ¼ 30; (37)

using the numerical values of Dxx, Dyy, Dzz.4 The agreement of
numerical and theoretical values of ðDv

xx � Dv
mÞ=jjDjj and

ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=jjDjj is quite good for this value.
Incidentally, since the value of m given by Equation (37) is high,

one may think that except for extremely elongated voids, emxz 	 1
and therefore hprolxhsph. This impression is wrong because not
only for extremely long voids but also for moderately elongated
ones, exz is close to 1 and thus emxz not much smaller than 1. For the
void of moderate aspect ratio a/c ¼ 5 envisaged in Figs. 6 and 7, for
instance, exzx0:980 and e30xz x0:542, so that hprol is about half the
sum of hsph and hcyl and differs a lot from hsph.

One may also note that the sole consideration, in the numerical
simulations just discussed, of tensors S diagonal in the principal
basis of the void, permits to assess the quality of approximation
(36) for the coefficients hprol22 and hprol33 , but not hprol44 since both Dv

xy
and Dxy are zero. Testing this approximation for hprol44 would require
considering non-diagonal tensors S, which would necessitate
meshing more than 1/8 of the spheroidal cell and result in
extremely heavy simulations.

3.5. Oblate spheroidal case

We now consider an oblate spheroidal void (of direction of
rotational symmetry z) of semi-axes (a,a,c). We regard this void as
intermediary between a spherical one of semi-axes (c,c,c) and a
planar layer of semi-axes (þN,þN,c) (sandwich case), and again
use some power of the void eccentricity exz in the xz plane to
interpolate the matrix h h hobl between the extremal values hsph

and hsand at constant porosity:

hoblðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� enxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ enxzh

sandðf ;SÞ (38)

where n is an exponent to be determined. By Equations (11) and
(18), the matrix hobl is then of the form

hobl ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 hobl hobl 0 0 0
1 hobl hobl 0 0 0
0 0 0 hobl 0 0
0 0 0 0 hobl 0
0 0 0 0 0 hobl

1
CCCCCCA

(39)

where

hoblðf ; exz;SÞ ¼ �
1� enxz

�
hsphðf ;SÞ þ enxz; (40)

hsph being itself given by Equation (25).
Again, we perform numerical calculations for an oblate sphe-

roidal void having (a,b,c)¼(5,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01; we consider only
stress tensors S with the same principal directions as the void and
two equal principal stresses, having thus Sxx ¼ SyysSzz (axisym-
metric loadings) or Sxx ¼ SzzsSyy (non-axisymmetric loadings),
and f ¼ 0� or 60�. Fig. 8 shows the computed values of
ðDv

xx � Dv
mÞ=jjDjj for axisymmetric stress states and Fig. 9 those of

ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=jjDjj for non-axisymmetric ones,
together with those obtained from the theoretical Equations (5)2,
(9), (39) and (40) with the exponent

n ¼ 50; (41)

using the numerical values of Dxx, Dyy, Dzz. Again, the theoretical
formulae reproduce the numerical results with a reasonable
accuracy.

3.6. General ellipsoidal case

We finally consider a general ellipsoidal void of semi-axes
(a,b,c), and regard it as intermediary between prolate and oblate
spheroidal ones of semi-axes (a,c,c) and (a,a,c) respectively, having
thus the same eccentricity exz in the xz plane. To interpolate the
matrix h between the extremal values hprol and hobl corresponding
to these voids, one may use Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s
parameter

kh

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2 � c2

a2 � c2

s
(42)

which lies in the interval ½0;1� and takes the values 0 and 1 for
prolate and oblate spheroidal voids, respectively. Performing again
the interpolation at constant porosity, we thus take

hðf ; k; exz;SÞ ¼ ð1� kÞhprolðf ; exz;SÞ þ k hoblðf ; exz;SÞ: (43)
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Fig. 6. Normalized void strain rate ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj for a prolate spheroidal void having
(a,b,c) ¼ (5,1,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to axisymmetric loadings ðSyy ¼ SzzsSxxÞ.

4 The use of such numerical values, known only discretely, explains why “theo-
retical” predictions are represented here by discrete points instead of continuous
lines.
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The matrix h is then, by Equations (35) and (39), of the form

h ¼

0
BBBBBB@

1 1 1 0 0 0
1 h22 h22 0 0 0
1 h22 h33 0 0 0
0 0 0 h44 0 0
0 0 0 0 h44 0
0 0 0 0 0 h33

1
CCCCCCA

(44)

where

8>>><
>>>:
h22ðf ;k;exz;SÞ ¼ ð1�kÞhprol22 ðf ;exz;SÞþkhoblðf ;exz;SÞ
h33ðf ;k;exz;SÞ ¼ ð1�kÞhprol33 ðf ;exz;SÞþkhoblðf ;exz;SÞ
h44ðf ;k;exz;SÞ ¼ ð1�kÞhprol44 ðf ;exz;SÞþkhoblðf ;exz;SÞ;

(45)

hprol22 , hprol33 , hprol44 and hobl being themselves given by Equations (36)
and (40).

To assess the accuracy of these approximate formulae, numer-
ical calculations are performed for two general ellipsoidal voids
having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,5,1) and (10,2,1) respectively, and f ¼ 0.01. The

stress tensorsS envisaged have the same principal directions as the
void and two equal principal stresses, defining thus three types of
loadings: Sxx ¼ SyysSzz, Sxx ¼ SzzsSyy and Syy ¼ SzzsSxx,
with the two possibilities f ¼ 0� and 60� in each case. Figs. 10e12
shows the computed values of ðDv

xx � Dv
mÞ=kDk and ðDv

yy � Dv
zzÞ=kDk

for the first void subjected to the three types of loadings, and
Figs. 13e15 do the same for the second one; the predictions of the
theoretical Equations (5)2, (9), (44) and (45), used with the nu-
merical values of Dxx, Dyy and Dzz, are also shown. The theoretical
equations provide a good representation of the numerical results,
especially for the first void.

4. Expression of the rotation rate of ellipsoidal voids

4.1. Generalities

Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998)’s formula, derived from
homogenization theory, for the rotation rate (second-rank anti-
symmetric tensor) Uv of an ellipsoidal void embedded in an
isotropic incompressible elastic body, reads

Uv ¼ Uþ Rel : D; Relhð1� f ÞP : Lel ðelastic caseÞ (46)

where U denotes the overall rotation rate tensor and P Eshelby
(1957)’s second tensor, the expressions of the components of
which are recalled in Appendix A. The new fourth-rank “rotation
localization tensor” Rel here is, just likeP, antisymmetric in its first
two indices and symmetric in its last two ones. In fact this tensor
possesses only three independent components (not counting those
resulting from symmetries), Relxyxy, R

el
xzxz and Relyzyz. Indeed symmetry

considerations imply that in elasticity, diagonal components of the
overall strain rate tensor D in the principal basis of the void cannot
generate any rotation of this void, while non-diagonal components
representing shear can make the void rotate only within the shear
plane.

In the plastic case, we propose, just like for the strain rate of the
void, to heuristically replace the “elastic” Equation (46) by

Uv ¼ Uþ R : D ðplastic caseÞ; (47)

where the new localization tensor R has the same symmetries and
independent components as Rel, given by

Fig. 7. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=jjDjj for a prolate spheroidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (5,1,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to non-axisymmetric loadings
ðSxx ¼ SyysSzzÞ.
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Fig. 8. Normalized void strain rate ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj for an oblate spheroidal void
having (a,b,c) ¼ (5,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to axisymmetric loadings
ðSxx ¼ SyysSzzÞ.
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RxyxyhkxyRelxyxy; RxzxzhkxzRelxzxz; RyzyzhkyzRelyzyz; (48)

kxy, kxz and kyz being correction factors to be determined.
The expression of the factors kij will again be looked for in the

form of an interpolation between the extremal values ksphij , kcylij and
ksandij corresponding to voids having the shape of a sphere, a circular
cylinder and an infinite planar empty layer:

8>><
>>:

kxyhlksphxy þ mkcylxy þ nksandxy

kxzhlksphxz þ mkcylxz þ nksandxz

kyzhlksphyz þ mkcylyz þ nksandyz

(49)

with l � 0, m � 0, n � 0, l þ m þ n ¼ 1. Note that the interpolation
coefficients used here are again the same for all coefficients kij.

The determination of correction coefficients will fortunately
require much less work for the rotation rate of the void than for its
strain rate. Indeed:

� For a spherical void, onemaychoose the directions x, y, zparallel
to the principal directions of D. This tensor is then diagonal in
the chosen principal basis of the void so that, by the remark

made above, it cannot generate any rotation of this void. Thus
the localization tensor Rel is zero, which permits to take

ksphxy ¼ ksphxz ¼ ksphyz ¼ 1: (50)

� For a circular cylindrical void, rotational symmetry implies
equivalence of the necessary corrections on the expressions of
Uv
xy and Uv

xz. Also, in elasticity the projection of Uv onto the
plane yz is necessarily zero, as is easily seen by taking the di-
rections y and z parallel to the principal directions of the pro-
jection of D onto this plane. This implies that the projection of
the tensor Rel onto the plane yz is zero and insensitive to cor-
rections. These elements suggest to take

kcylxy ¼ kcylxz ; kcylyz ¼ 1: (51)

� Finally in the sandwich case, the same argument as in Sub
section 2.3 shows that the elastic localization tensor Rel ap-
plies irrespective of the constitutive law, so that again it re-
quires no correction:

Fig. 9. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=jjDjj and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=jjDjj for an oblate spheroidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (5,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to non-axisymmetric loadings
ðSxx ¼ SzzsSyyÞ.

Fig. 10. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Sxx ¼ SyysSzz .
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ksandxy ¼ ksandxz ¼ ksandyz ¼ 1: (52)

Thus a single coefficient need be determined, kcylxy .
5

4.2. Correction coefficient for the circular cylindrical case

Using the expressions of the tensors P and Lel for the circular
cylindrical geometry and Equations (46)2 and (48), one gets for the
xy component of the tensorial Equation (47), in the absence of any
overall rotation U:

Uv
xy ¼ 1� f

1þ f
kcylxy Dxy ðplastic caseÞ: (53)

The numerical simulations used to determine the coefficient
hcyl44 can also serve to determine kcylxy , using Equation (53) with the

values of Uv
xy and Dxy obtained numerically. Fig. 16, analogous to

Fig. 5 for hcyl44 , shows the results obtained. Just like hcyl44 , k
cyl
xy de-

pends on the deviatoric transverse invariant X defined by Equa-
tion (31) and also to some extent on the ratio Syy=Sxx. A
reasonable “average” representation of the numerical results
disregarding this extra dependence is provided by the approxi-
mate formula

kcylxy ¼ 1þ 11
�
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �11 � �
1�

ffiffiffi
f

p �11 170X2

1þ 20X2 : (54)

4.3. Correction coefficients for the spheroidal and general
ellipsoidal cases

To get the coefficients kij in other cases, we adopt exactly the
same interpolation scheme as for the coefficients hab. By Equations
(50), (51) and (52), this leads to the following expressions:

� for a prolate spheroidal void,

kprolxy ðf ;exz;SÞ ¼ 1� emxzþ emxz k
cyl
xy ðf ;SÞ; kprolxz ¼ kprolxy ; kprolyz ¼ 1;

(55)

Fig. 11. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Sxx ¼ SzzsSyy .

Fig. 12. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,5,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Syy ¼ SzzsSxx .

5 This conclusion (like that concerning the determination of a single coefficient
hsph for the strain rate of a spherical void) holds only within the framework of
approximations made. For instance, in elasticity, a circular cylindrical void sub-
jected to simultaneous shear strain rates Dxy and Dyz necessarily has Uv

yz ¼ 0, but
this does not remain true in plasticity, so that Ryzxys0 and/or Ryzyzs0 in general;
thus the complete determination of the rotation rate of such a void would require
that of these components of R and thus go beyond the determination of a single
coefficient correcting the elastic law (46).
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� for an oblate spheroidal void,

koblxy ¼ koblxz ¼ koblyz ¼ 1; (56)

� for a general ellipsoidal void,

kxyðf ;k;exz;SÞ ¼ ð1� kÞkprolxy ðf ;exz;SÞ þ k; kxz ¼ kxy; kyz ¼ 1:

(57)

Testing these expressions numerically in general would require
considering non-diagonal tensors S in the principal basis of the
void, which would make it necessary to mesh more than 1/8 of the
ellipsoidal cell and result in extremely heavy simulations; therefore
tests are limited to special cases requiring only modest meshes, see
Sub section 4.4 below.

A final remark is that recent finite element micromechanical
calculations performed by Scheyvaerts et al. (2011) led these au-
thors to state that Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998)’s uncor-
rected elastic equation was sufficient to describe the rotation of
the void in the plastic case. This statement seems to be in conflict
with the conclusions of the present work. The explanation of

Scheyvaerts et al. (2011)’s assertion is that they considered only the
three cases of a spherical and two spheroidal, prolate and oblate
voids with the same aspect ratio, a/c ¼ 3, in which the required
correction is indeed minor according to our own findings; indeed
Equations (50), (55) and (56) predict no plastic correction for the
spherical and oblate spheroidal voids, and a moderate one for the
prolate spheroidal void which has exzx0:943 and e30xzx0:171,
implying a value of kprolxy rather close to ksphxy ¼ 1. But had
Scheyvaerts et al. (2011) studied other cases, they would have
concluded that the necessary correction may be large; see Fig. 16
providing values of kxy for a circular cylindrical void.

4.4. Numerical tests for elliptic cylindrical voids

Equation (57)3 shows that as a result of the interpolation pro-
cedure adopted, the correction coefficient kyz pertaining to the
rotation of the void in the plane perpendicular to its major axis is
postulated to be unity. This postulate may be put to test by
numerically studying the rotation of elliptic cylindrical voids sub-
jected to an in-plane shear strain rateDyz; the choice of a cylindrical
geometry reduces the necessary mesh to reasonable proportions,
and that of a non-circular cross section warrants that the rotation
rate Uv

yz is nonzero. The yz component of the tensorial Equation
(47), combined with Equation (48)3, yields

Fig. 13. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,2,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Sxx ¼ SyysSzz .

Fig. 14. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,2,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Sxx ¼ SzzsSyy .
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Uv
yz ¼ 2kyzRelyzyzDyz (58)

where the component Relyzyz is to be deduced from Equation (46)2,
using the values of P and Lel for the geometry considered. This
equation permits to calculate the coefficient kyz using the numerical
values of Uv

yz and Dyz.
In practice, we consider two elliptic cylindrical voids having

(a,b,c) ¼ (þN,5,1) and (þN,15,1) respectively, and f ¼ 0.01; calcula-
tions are performed in plane strain (Dxx¼ 0), imposing a shear strain
rate Dyz, plus equal lateral strain rates Dyy, Dzz in order to vary the
lateral triaxiality Th defined by Equation (28). Fig. 17 shows the co-
efficient kyzobtained for the twovoids, as a functionof this triaxiality.
For the voidhaving b/c¼ 15, the coefficient does not depart toomuch
from unity, as expected for this geometry rather close to a sandwich
for which no correction is required, see Sub section 4.1 above.
However, for the void having b/c¼ 5, kyz differsmore from unity. It is
interesting in particular that this coefficient changes sign when Th
increases; this means that for a given overall strain rate Dyz, the void
rotates in opposite directions for low and large lateral triaxialities.
This counterintuitive phenomenon, which does not seem to have
been noticed before, is a kind of equivalent of the BHS effect, but for
the rotation rate of the void instead of its strain rate.

Since a unity value for kyz is unavoidable within the framework
of approximations adopted, we have no choice but to neglect this

phenomenon. The resulting error is comparable to those made
when neglecting the non-collinearity of the deviators of Dv and D
for a spherical void, or when disregarding the dependence of the
coefficient kcylxy on quantities other than X, see Sub sections 3.2 and
4.2.

5. Evolution of the length and orientation of the axes of
ellipsoidal voids

The tensors Dv and Uv provide the strain and rotation rates of
the void. However the true quantities of interest are the strain and
rotation rates of its axes, which are different because these axes are
not material directions. These ratesmay be related toDv andUv, see
(Aravas and Ponte Castaneda, 2004), whose results are recalled in
Appendix B for completeness. But the expression of the rotation
rate of the axes involves fractions with the denominators a2 � b2,
b2 � c2, c2 � a2, which diverge when two semi-axes of the void
become equal. Although this feature does not raise any particular
theoretical problem, it is bound to generate difficulties in the nu-
merical implementation of the model. For this reason, we shall not
use Aravas and Ponte Castaneda (2004)’s expressions of the strain
and rotation rates of the axes of the void, but look instead for the
evolution equation of the quadratic form P characterizing its
ellipsoidal shape. This evolution equation will be seen to be free of
any such inconvenient divergence.

Fig. 15. Normalized void strain rates ðDv
xx � Dv

mÞ=kDk and ðDv
yy � Dv

zzÞ=kDk for an ellipsoidal void having (a,b,c) ¼ (10,2,1) and f ¼ 0.01, subjected to loadings having Syy ¼ SzzsSxx .

Fig. 16. The coefficient kcylxy as a function of X, for f ¼ 0.01 and f ¼ 0.001.
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Let O denote the center of a given void, M a current point on its
surface and u h OM the separation vector between these points.
The equation of the void surface reads

P ðuÞhðu:exÞ2
a2

þ
�
u:ey

�2
b2

þ ðu:ezÞ2
c2

¼ 1 (59)

where ex, ey, ez denote unit vectors parallel to the principal di-
rections x, y, z of the void. Clearly, the eigenvalues of the matrix
PhðPijÞ1�i;j�3 of the quadratic form P in the fixed frame of the
observer are a�2, b�2, c�2, and the associated eigenvectors are ex, ey,
ez.

When the void moves, its strain rate is regarded as uniform,6 so
that the material point O remains at its center; and of course the
material point M remains on its surface. Therefore P (u) remains
invariably equal to unity so that

d
dt

½P ðuÞ� ¼ d
dt

�
Pij uiuj

� ¼ _Pij uiuj þ Pij _uiuj þ Pij ui _uj ¼ 0:

But since u h OM is a material vector, its derivative is given by
the classical kinematic formula

_u ¼ �
Dv þUv�$u 0 _ui ¼

�
Dv
ik þ Uv

ik
�
uk:

Inserting this expression into the preceding equation, one gets

_Pij uiuj þ Pij
�
Dv
ik þ Uv

ik
�
ukuj þ Pij ui

�
Dv
jk þ Uv

jk

�
uk ¼ 0

or equivalently, interchanging indices:

h
_Pij þ Pkj

�
Dv
ki þ Uv

ki
�þ Pik

�
Dv
kj þ Uv

kj

�i
uiuj ¼ 0:

Since the vector u takes all directions of space when the point M
spans the surface of the void, this implies that

_Pij þ Pkj
�
Dv
ki þ Uv

ki
�þ Pik

�
Dv
kj þ Uv

kj

�
¼ 0

or equivalently

_Pþ P$
�
Dv þUv�þ �

Dv þUv�T$P ¼ 0; (60)

which is the evolution equation of the matrix P looked for. This
equation is clearly free of any divergence when two semi-axes of
the void become equal.

Thus, in the numerical implementation of the model, to up-
date the semi-axes and their orientations, one may avoid the use
of the possibly divergent expressions of the strain and rotation
rates of the void axes. One may use instead Equation (60) to
update the quadratic form characterizing the ellipsoidal geome-
try of the void. The semi-axes of the void and their orientations
may then be obtained at each instant through diagonalization of
the 3 � 3 symmetric matrix P of this quadratic form in the ob-
server’s fixed frame, using elementary computer routines. (In the
case of equal eigenvalues, the issue of indetermination of prin-
cipal directions of course persists, but the problem is solved in
standard routines through some arbitrary choice of these
directions).

6. Summary of equations proposed

� Definition of geometric quantities: the semi-axes of the void
are denoted a, b and c with a � b � c, and the corresponding
directions, x, y and z. The eccentricity exz of the void in the
xz plane and Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s parameter k
are defined by Equations (33) and (42). The porosity is
denoted f.

� Definition of mechanical quantities: the triaxiality T, Lode
parameter u, lateral triaxiality Th and deviatoric transverse
invariant X are defined by Equations (19), (28) and (31).

� Elastic localization tensors: the tensors Lel and Rel are given by
Equations (1)2 and (46)2. The components of thematrix L

el
may

be deduced from those of the tensor Lel through Equation (7).
� Correction coefficients for the matrix L

el
: the matrix h of these

coefficients is given by Equations (44) and (45), hprol22 , hprol33 ,
hprol44 and hobl being themselves provided by Equations (36) and
(40) where hsph, hcyl33 and hcyl44 are given by Equations (25), (29)
and (32).

� Correction coefficients for the tensor Rel: the coefficients kxy, kxz
and kyz are given by Equation (57), kprolxy being itself provided by
Equation (55) where kcylxy is given by Equation (54).

� Plastic localization tensors: the matrix L and the tensor R are
related to their elastic counterparts and the correction factors
through Equations (9) and (48). The components of the tensor L
may be deduced from those of the matrix L through Equation
(8).

� Strain and rotation rates of the void: Equations (2) and (47)
relate the tensors Dv and Uv to the overall strain and rotation
rates D and U through the localization tensors L and R.

� Evolution of the semi-axes of the void and their orientations: the
evolution of the matrix P of the quadratic form characterizing
the ellipsoidal geometry of the void is governed by the values
of Dv andUv through Equation (60). The semi-axes a, b, c of the
void and the corresponding directions x, y, zmay be obtained at
each instant through diagonalization of this matrix.

7. Conclusion

The aim of this paper was to propose good evolution equations
for the length and orientation of the axes of a general ellipsoidal
void embedded in a plastic matrix. These equations may be used to
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Semi−axes (∞ : 5 : 1)
Semi−axes (∞ : 15 : 1)

Fig. 17. The coefficient kyz as a function of Th for elliptic cylindrical voids, for f ¼ 0.01.

6 This property holds rigorously for an infinite and elastic medium (Eshelby,
1957), and approximately for a finite and plastic one.
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calculate the evolution of internal parameters of constitutive
models for plastic porous materials accounting for void shape
effects.

In the approach adopted, a central role was played by expres-
sions of the strain and rotation rates of an ellipsoidal void
embedded in an elastic matrix proposed by Ponte-Castaneda and
Zaidman (1994) and Kailasam and Ponte-Castaneda (1998) from
homogenization theory. It was however proposed to correct these
expressions through introduction of heuristic coefficients deter-
mined numerically in a number of “reference cases” and suitably
interpolated between these cases; the aim of these corrections
being to approximately account for plastic effects, the importance
of which has been known since the seminal work of Budiansky et al.
(1982).

In the first reference case of a spherical void, a complete nu-
merical study of the void strain rate as a function of the loading
state was possible. The observation was made, apparently for the
first time, that in plasticity the deviators of the void strain rate and
the overall strain rate are not collinear in general, in contrast with
Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman (1994)’s expression of the void
strain rate, even in its corrected form. Disregarding this non-
collinearity, we determined the (unique) correction factor
required in this case as a function of the porosity, the triaxiality and
the Lode parameter, all of which were found to significantly influ-
ence it.

In the second reference case of a circular cylindrical void, a
similar complete study of the void strain rate was impossible
because of the excessive variety of load cases to be considered;
the study was therefore limited to a number of hopefully signif-
icant cases. The two correction coefficients necessary in this case
were determined as a function of the porosity, the lateral triaxi-
ality and some transverse deviatoric invariant of the overall stress
tensor.

The third reference case of a “sandwich” made of two planar
sound layers surrounding an empty one did not necessitate any
numerical study, since Ponte-Castaneda and Zaidman (1994)’s
expression of the void strain rate was observed not to require any
correction then.

Interpolation formulae were then proposed to calculate the
correction coefficients for the void strain rate for arbitrary void
geometries. This was done by considering (i) a prolate spheroidal
void as intermediary between spherical and circular cylindrical
ones; (ii) an oblate spheroidal void as intermediary between a
spherical one and an infinite planar empty layer; and (iii) a general
ellipsoidal void as intermediary between prolate and oblate sphe-
roidal ones. The formulae proposed were validated numerically for
two spheroidal, prolate and oblate voids, and two general ellip-
soidal ones.

The definition of the correction coefficients for the void
rotation rate was envisaged next. This required much less nu-

merical work than for the void strain rate, because Kailasam and
Ponte-Castaneda (1998)’s “elastic” expression was observed not
to require any correction in the first and third reference cases,

and introduction of a single correction coefficient in the second
one.

It was then proposed, to calculate the evolution of the length
and orientation of the axes of the void, to determine the evolution
of the quadratic form characterizing its ellipsoidal shape, which
was shown to be governed by a simple equation involving its strain
and rotation rates. The semi-axes of the void and their orientations
may then be calculated at each instant through diagonalization of
this quadratic form. This procedure avoids direct use of the evo-
lution equations of the length and orientation of the axes, which
involve numerically cumbersome divergences when two semi-axes
become equal.

In the future, Madou and Leblond (2012a,b)’s criterion for
plastic porous materials containing general ellipsoidal voids,
completed by the evolution equations of its internal parameters
defined here, will be implemented into some finite element code.
As a first application, the behavior of an elementary porous cell,
treated as a single finite element obeying the homogenized model,
will be studied for various void shapes and loading conditions.
Special attention will be devoted to the case of low triaxialities,
where void shape effects are expected to be maximal. Reference
will be made to a number of micromechanical finite element
simulations performed by Tvergaard and coworkers under such
loading conditions (see Dahl et al. (2012); Nielsen et al. (2012);
Tvergaard (2012) for most recent accounts), which evidenced a
mechanism of damage in shear arising from the sole change of the
void shape, without any increase of the porosity. Our hope is to
reproduce such a damage mechanism using Madou and Leblond
(2012a,b)’s homogenized model. It is probable though that this
will require completing it through incorporation of extra elements
like possible contact between the crack faces and void coalescence,
which played a decisive role in the micromechanical simulations of
Tvergaard and coworkers.

Another future line of work will consist in extending Madou
and Leblond (2012a,b)’s model for ellipsoidal voids embedded in
an isotropic von Mises matrix, to similar voids embedded in an
anisotropic Hill matrix. Reference will be made to the works of
Keralavarma and Benzerga (2008) and Monchiet et al. (2008) who
have achieved, in the case of spheroidal voids, an extension of this
type of the GLD model. These authors showed that use, in a limit-
analysis of a spheroidal porous cell made of some Hill material, of
the same trial velocity fields as for a von Mises matrix, led to a
reasonable estimate of the macroscopic yield criterion for mod-
erate material anisotropies. It is hoped that use of the same trick
will again yield acceptable results in the case of ellipsoidal voids.

Appendix A. Components of Eshelby’s tensors S and P

The nonzero components of Eshelby (1957)’s first and second
tensors S and P are given, for an incompressible material, by

plus similar formulae resulting from simultaneous cyclic inter-
change of x,y,z and a,b,c. In these expressions Ia, Iaa, Iab, etc. are
Eshelby (1957)’s integrals defined by

8>>><
>>>:

Sxxxxh 3
4pa

2Iaa

Sxxyyh 3
4pb

2Iab

Sxyxyh 3
8p

�
a2 þ b2

�
Iab

; PxyxyhPxyyxh�Pyxxyh�Pyxyxh
1
8p

ðIb � IaÞ (A.1)
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and similar formulae. The practical (numerical) calculation of
these integrals, based on formulae of Eshelby (1957) and com-
puter routines provided in Press et al. (2007)’s book, is
straightforward and explained in detail in Appendix C of Madou
and Leblond (2012b).

Appendix B. Rates of the principal axes and directions of the
void

The evolution equations of the semi-axes a, b, c of the ellipsoidal
void and the corresponding unit vectors ex, ey, ez read, in terms of
the components of the strain and rotation rates Dv, Uv in the void’s
principal basis (Aravas and Ponte Castaneda, 2004):

_a
a
¼ Dv

xx;
_b
b
¼ Dv

yy;
_c
c
¼ Dv

zz (B.1)

and

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

_ex ¼
�
a2þb2

a2�b2 Dv
yx þ Uv

yx

�
ey þ

�
a2þc2
a2�c2 D

v
zx þ Uv

zx

�
ez

_ey ¼
�
b2þc2
b2�c2 D

v
zy þ Uv

zy

�
ez þ

�
b2þa2
b2�a2 D

v
xy þ Uv

xy

�
ex

_ez ¼
�
c2þa2
c2�a2 D

v
xz þ Uv

xz

�
ex þ

�
c2þb2

c2�b2 Dv
yz þ Uv

yz

�
ey:

(B.2)
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